We use the technique developed by Becchi and Imbimbo to construct a welldefined BRST-invariant path integral formulation of pure spinor amplitudes. The space of pure spinors can be viewed from the algebraic geometry point of view as a collection of open sets where the constraints can be solved and a free independent set of variables can be defined. On the intersections of those open sets, the functional measure jumps and one has to add boundary terms to construct a well-defined path integral. The result is the definition of the pure spinor integration measure constructed in term of differential forms on each single patch.
Introduction
One of the main ingredients in the computation of superstring amplitudes is the construction of a path integral measure for the pure spinors [1, 2, 3] (in the text we denote by λ α the 10d pure spinors satisfying the algebraic equation λγ m λ = 0. They are chiral worldsheet bosons and they appear holomorphically in the action and in the path integral).
In the functional integration, we have to distinguish between the integration over the zero modes and the integration over the non-zero modes. The latter can be performed by using the OPE technique and computing the contractions between vertex operators. The former, however, requires much more care because of the pure spinor condition. Actually, the pure spinor space can be seen as an algebraic subvariety of the complex space C 16 and, therefore, some techniques of algebraic geometry may be used to construct the amplitudes (see for example [4, 2, 5, 6] ). A fundamental observation is the existence of a nowherevanishing holomorphic top-form which has been constructed in term of the pure spinor variables [4] . In terms of such form one can define the integration on the pure spinor space and the physical amplitudes.
However, this integration is subject to some drawbacks: first, the integration on the pure spinor variables is a holomorphic integration (see for example the discussion in [7, 8] ) and therefore a holomorphic curve should be given in the pure spinor space (and so far nobody has provided a construction for that path). Nevertheless, in several cases, the algebraic properties of the pure spinors -they carry a representation of the Poincaré group -are sufficient to determine the value of the integration without defining such a curve. 1 Second, the space is not compact and it requires a regularization in order to perform meaningful operations.
One way to solve these problems is to introduce new coordinates (in the text we will denote them byλ α ), leading to the non-minimal formalism [10] where the pure spinor integration is seen as a real integration, as recently discussed in [5, 6] . Indeed, this easily yields the correct coefficients for one-and two-loop amplitudes.
On the contrary, by considering the new variablesλ α as conjugated to the pure spinor variables (satisfying themselves the pure spinor conditions), one can adopt a different point of view: the idea is to construct the pure spinor integration measure from cohomology theory using the isomorphism between theČech cohomology of the pure spinor space and the de Rham cohomology. For that purpose one needs a partition of unity -which depends upon the conjugated variables-, the measure on a single patch and the Collating Formula [11] , which provides the correct machinery to build globally defined forms on a space described in term of its pacthes. Starting from a p-form on a given patch and written in terms of local coordinates, one can obtain a corresponding globally defined p-form on the entire space. The result is not holomorphic, since the partition of unity is not holomorphic, nevertheless it yields a global top-form to be used to compute the amplitudes. In addition, it may provide a different way to regularize the behavior of the measure at infinity by introducing suitable cut-offs on the patches. This might be very useful to avoid some problems pointed out in literature [2, 8, 12, 13, 14] .
The collating formula is a purely mathematical result and its derivation is independent of string theory or quantum field theory. Nonetheless, Becchi and Imbimbo [15] derived it from a path integral approach analyzing the boundary terms needed to define global forms on punctured Riemann surfaces. The path integral approach shows how the jumps in the measure passing from one patch to another yield boundary terms which can be removed by adding contributions to the measure reproducing the collating formula.
In the present paper, we do not discuss the applications of the present formalism and they will be postponed in a subsequent publication dedicated to the amplitude computations with the present formula.
In sec. 2 we present a construction of the measure for algebraic varieties by generalizing the Griffiths' method in the case of non-complete intersections. In addition, we derive the measure in a different way resulting in a vector-valued holomorphic form and we explain the relation with the holomorphic top form. At the end of the section, we construct a real globally defined form. In sec. 3 we discuss the mathematical Collating Formula. In sec. 4 we translate it in term of a BRST formulation and a path integral technique leading to a globally defined real form. In sec. 5 we provide some examples of the application of the collating formula.
Integration on Constrained Spaces
We consider a set of variables Z i constrained by the algebraic equations W a (Z) = 0. They describe the k-dimensional hypersurfaces denoted by P. The index a = 1, . . . , q runs over the number of polynomials W a (Z) in the variables Z i and i runs over the dimension of the ambient manifold which is assumed to be C N .
If the space is a complete intersection, the constraints W a (Z) are linearly independent and the differential form
is not vanishing. In this case, q = N − k and the dimension of the surface is easily determined. For example, if the hypersurface is described by a single algebraic equation
On the other hand, if the hypersurface is not a complete intersection, then there exists a differential form
where To construct a global form on the space P one can use a modification of the Griffiths' residue method [16] by observing that given the global holomorphic form on the ambient space Ω (N ) = ǫ i 1 ...i N dZ i 1 ∧· · ·∧dZ i N , we can decompose the {Z i }'s into a set of coordinates Y a = W a (Z) and the rest. By using the contraction with respect to q vectors {Z a i }, the top form for P can be written as
which is independent from {Z a i } as can be easily proved by using the constraints W a (Z) = 0. Notice that this form is nowhere-vanishing and non singular only in the case of CY space. The vectors {Z a i } play the role of gauge fixing parameters needed to choose a polarization of the space P into the ambient space.
In the case of pure spinor we have: the ambient form Ω (16) 
and Θ (5) = λγ m dλ λγ m dλ λγ m dλ dλγ mnp dλ. From these data, we can get the holomorphic top form Ω (11) by introducing 5 independent parametersλ and by using the formula (2.3).
2 In the case of Normal Rational Curves (which are not complete intersections), the form is given by The latter is independent from the choice of the parametersλ (however, some care has to be devoted to the choice of the contour of integration and of the integrand: in the minimal formalism, the presence of delta functions δ(λ) might introduce some singularities which prevent from proving the independence fromλ, as was pointed out in [7, 17] ).
Using Ω (k) ∧ Ω (k) , one can compute the correlation functions by integrating globally defined functions. When the space is Calabi-Yau, it also exists a globally-defined nowherevanishing holomorphic form Ω
The ratio of the two top forms is a globally defined function on the CY space.
In the case of the holomorphic measure Ω (k|0)
hol the integration of holomorphic functions is related to the definition of a contour γ ∈ P in the complex space 
In this case, the ambient form is
Again, by introducing the parametersZ (and assuming that they transform under a vector representation of SO(N)), this form can also be written in an SO(N) invariant way by using (2.3)
Note from (2.5) that the measure has a possible pole for z = 0, however the form of (2.5) depends upon the choice ofZ and this corresponds to the choice of a patch where the corresponding coordinate does not vanish. Since, in general (as discussed after (2.3)) the measure is independent from theZ, also the measure given in (2.5) is free from singularities.
There is another way to construct a measure for these examples which is independent of the choice of theZ, namely a measure with values in the tangent vector bundle. We define the tensor T (1,N −1|0,0) which is a holomorphic vector with values in the N − 1-form space as follows
which is compatible with a single constraint W (Z i ) = 0 and
The relation between (2.6) and (2.7) is given by the equation
where the differential operator acts on the globally defined function ln Z i g ij Z j , which is singular only forZ i g ij Z j = 0. In the present case there is a single constraint and therefore a single set of parametersZ i and we identify them with the complex conjugated to Z i .
In the case of pure spinors the measure is given by
which is covariant under Lorentz transformations and, acting on the function ln(λ α λ α ), it is related to the expression obtained in the non-minimal formalism [10] .
Until now, we have constructed global holomorphic measures for the integration on the zero modes. However, as we have already pointed out, the integration over such a measure requires a holomorphic curve. Nevertheless we can avoid such a trouble by constructing a real measure (which amounts to a specific choice of integration countour). We observe that, if we define the measure on the conjugated variables using the rule (2.5)
where we used the variables Z i as gauge parameters in (2.5), we can act on it with the differential operator T (1,N −1|0,0) to get
where
is the Fubini-Study metric on P N −1 written in terms of the homogenous coordinates. A similar result has been obtained by Gomez in [5] . This measure has the advantage of being real and globally defined, but it is clearly not holomorphic and it does not require a path to be specified.
This construction of the measures does not make use of the decomposition of the manifold in patches but, if we are willing to abandon the holomorphicity, we can build the top forms from a completely different point of view. Namely, we start from the measure on a single patch, which is the usual flat measure written in terms of a set of convenient coordinates, and we construct the global measure using the Collating Formula by gluing the contributions coming from the different patches.
Collating formula
A fundamental theorem in cohomological theory is [11] Theorem: If U is a good cover of the manifold M, then the de Rham cohomology H * DR (M) of M is isomorphic to theČech cohomology H * (U, R) of the good cover
where the inclusions
include U I , the open sets of the good cover into the multiple intersections of the open sets
The meaning of the present theorem is the following: on one hand, the differential geometry of forms establishes an exact sequence in the complex 0 → Ω
where r is the restriction map which restricts the exterior algebra Ω * (M) to the complex of cochains of differential forms
On the other hand, starting from the combinatorics of the cover U, one can compute the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the complex 0 → C * (U, R) → C * (U, Ω * ). Finally, in the double complex the two cohomologies are mixed. In this way, one proves that H *
) using the fact that the de Rham cohomology of M is isomorphic to the cohomology of the double complex. In addition, if U is a good cover, theČech cohomology is also isomorphic to the cohomology of the double complex
and therefore it follows the isomorphism between the de Rham and theČech cohomology.
The main point is that this isomorphism provides a way to compute the de Rham cohomology by means of combinatorics of a good cover (we refer to [11] for a complete discussion regarding the existence of good cover and its implications). Here we only describe the crucial formula providing the explicit isomorphisms between the two cohomologies. Given f a chain map f :
such that f • r = 1 and r • f is chain homotopic to the identity. The map f provides the main ingredient for collating together aČech-de Rham cochain into a global form. This is given by the Collating Formula. For the description of the collating formula we need to define a homotopy operator K by introducing the partition of unity ρ I (such that every point of M has a neighborhood in which I ρ I is a finite sum, I ρ I = 1 and defined such that supp[U I ] ⊂ U I ) and K acting on a p-cochain ω I 0 ...Ip gives
..Ip (where hatted index must be omitted), then the homotopy operator K satisfies the relation Kδ + δK = 1. The last ingredients are the differential operators
where p is the degree of the cochain, and
With these ingredients we can provide the Collating Formula. Let K be the homotopy operator defined above and α = n i=0 α i is an n-cochain such that Dα = β = n+1 i=0 β i . They satisfy the following descent equations 
This is a global form satisfying the above mentioned properties. We refer to [11] for the proofs and the discussion. In the present form, this formula is not very useful for our purposes since we do not know the various terms and they must be computed from (3.6). For that purpose it is convenient a path-integral derivation adapted to the problems discussed in the previous section. In that way the all ingredients in the above formula are specified and the global form can be easily derived.
3
The main idea is that the path integral has a jump passing from one patch to another and this jump is seen as an anomaly in the Ward Identity. The contributions needed to remove such anomaly terms are indeed the addends in (3.6).
(Path Integral) Collating Formula
We translate the above algebraic-differential derivation into a path integral formulation adapted to sigma models and string models.
Our model is defined by the action
Lagrangian of the sigma model and Z(z,z) : Σ → M maps the worldsheet Σ into the target space M. We assume that the target space is a complex manifold with a Kähler form K = K ij dZ i ∧ dZj, whereZī are the complex conjugated variables. The action needs not be real and we assume to be starting with a holomorphic Lagrangian L(Z); the gauge-fixing will possibly involve the complex conjugated coordinates.
In general, the target space M can be better described in terms of an atlas, namely in terms of a given set of open sets U I and a system of coordinates Z (I) 's on each of them. The form of the target space is parameterized by the transition functions between the different patches
such that h JI (U I ) ⊂ U J and h JI (Z (I) ) = Z (J) . We assume that the transition functions h IJ are holomorphic functions of Z's. (A partition of unity for the atlas I (U I , Z (I) ) can be given by ρ I =Z
, and where we have assumed that on the patch I the coodinate Z i with i = I is different from zero).
The local observables of the theory are given by the vertex operators O A (Z) (where A runs over the whole set of vertex operators) and they must be globally defined on M, holomorphic and BRST invariant. The correlation functions are computed as follows
η A are the sources for the observables and DZ is the naive functional integration measure. This formula is intrinsically badly-defined if there is not a global coordinate system, since the naive integration measure DZ makes sense only in the open patches U I . Moving from one patch to another, the integration measure could receive contributions from the intersections of the different patches and these contributions are fundamental to provide a functional measure which is globally defined on the whole target space.
Therefore, we start from a different expression
where the integration is done patch by patch and we use the naive integration on any single patch DZ (I) . If we decompose the field Z (I) in terms of zero modes and non-zero modes, the naive functional integration measure is given by Now, we assume that the non-zero modes are treated with the conventional OPE technique, so that we can consider only the zero modes of the theory. We write the integrand as an (n|n) form
where F (Z (I)0 , η A ) is the result of the non-zero modes integration. This formula shows that there are two sources of patch dependence: one in the integration measure and the other in the integral of the non-zero modes (since the decomposition between zero modes and non-zero mode depends upon the choice of the patch). Therefore, it is convenient to introduce an auxiliary variable x i and to rewrite the above expression as
The Dirac delta function localizes the expression F (x, η A ) on a single patch but, now, the patch dependence is entirely in the last factor which can be written as
where we have introduced n pairs of auxiliary fields B i andC i with the property that dB i = 0, dC i = B i and dZ i I is the usual basis of 1-forms (d is automatically nilpotent). The functionC i (x i − Z i I ) plays the role of a gauge-fixing fermion with negative ghost number (carried by theC i ) and it selects the patch on which the functional is evaluated. Notice that at this point one can substitute the Dirac delta function with a smooth expression. Now, our next problem is how to construct a globally defined expression for ω (I) .
Following [19] we study the variation of the ω I 's changing the patch and we get
this can be easily proven by observing that d acts only on the factor in front of the integral, since the argument is d-closed, and the actual effect of the differential operator on the prefactor is to give a total derivative w.r.t. t. Hence, the difference between ω (I) and ω (J) is d-exact and this allows us to employ the descent equations technique to derive a ladder of forms ω (I 1 ...Ip) defined on the p-intersections U (I 1 ...Ip) of the open sets U I .
The main point is that, in [18, 19] , a prescription is given on how to compute the complete set of forms satisfying the descent equations. The forms ω (I 1 ...Ip) can be straightforwardly written as the product of a prefactor A times an interpolating action S[t 1 , . . . , t p ]
The symbol means that the corresponding term must be omitted in the expression. It is easy to verify that they satisfy the descent equations
At order p the prefactor contains p powers of the anticommuting variableC so that, in order for theC integral not to vanish, n − p − 1 further powers ofC, which are extracted from the exponential, are needed. The resulting expression is a n − p − 1 form with ghost number p. Notice that assembling the monomials (x i − Z i I ) into a matrix with n rows (the number of independent coordinates on the target space) and q columns (the number of patches of the atlas) the prefactor computes the determinant of its minors. It may happen that from a given order all the determinants vanish. This formula provides a suitable choice for the component of the ladder in the descent equations (each component is defined up to exact terms).
Using the collating formula for ω (I) we can finally write the globally defined expression
where we have compactly denoted
each differential operator D ′′ acts on the entire expression on its right.
At this point one can integrate over the anticommuting fieldsC and over the commuting pairs B i and x i leading to an expression which is globally defined providing the correct integrand of (4.2). Notice that, in this way, one selects the form degree needed in the integration. By following again [15] , inserting the global form ω global in the integration, we have
where we have explicitly written the dependence of the co-chains ω n−q
and Z 0 , in order to recall that the remaining integrals are over the coordinates (restricted to the intersections) Z 0 . Thus, the present formula takes into account all jumps of the path integral given by the naive definition. The integration over C I 0 ...Iq is the integration over the intersection U I 0 ...Iq obtained by covering the complete target space M with the partition of unity.
The final form of the integral of ω global depends upon the choice of the partition of unity. Therefore one can choose it in the most convenient way (for instance it can be chosen such that the global form rapidly vanishes at infinity 4 or avoiding possible poles). Furthermore, the partition of unity depends upon the complex conjugate of the coordinates Z i I and consequently the global form turns out to be non-holomorphic.
Examples
Here, we discuss some example. For some of them, we provide the construction of the measure using both the algebraic construction and the collating formula.
Cone in C 3
Let us consider the surface in C
which describes a non-compact complex hypersurface. The algebraic equation is homogenous and therefore it describes a cone over a compact hypersurface in P 2 . According to the previous discussion, the integration measure is given by
This surface can be covered by 3 patches U i , such that Z i = 0. An easy computation shows that in U 0 , using the coordinates
and choosing a suitableZ i we get
which is holomorphic and nowhere vanishing; moreover, the factor ∂γ u (n−1) is nonsingular if n = 3, and indeed this is the holomorphic form for the CY P 3 /{γ 2 + u 2 + 1 = 0}.
For the same space we construct the measure using the collating formula as discussed above. For that purpose, we organize the coordinates as follows: on the patch U 0 we use the coordinates given in (5.3). On the the patch U 1 and U 2 we set
the transition functions between the patches U 1 and U 0 are
and those between U 2 and U 0
Since the coordinate φ 2 (I) is always fixed by the constraint (5.1) we can take as independent variables the first two coordinates φ i (I) with i = 0, 1, and therefore we introduce only for them the corresponding ghost fieldsC i and the Lagrange multipliers B i .
In the present case we have to compute the following terms: the 2-forms ω
I , where I = 0, 1, 2, the 1-forms ω (1)
[IJ] on the intersections U 01 , U 12 , U 02 , and the 0-form ω 012 in the triple intersection U 012 . We have
which satisfy the descent equations:
From these equations, acting with the homotopy operator, we can reconstruct the global form. Using the partition of unity
upon integration over the ghost fieldsC i , over the auxiliary fields B i and over the t's, we get the following global 2-form
12)
The form (5.12) is globally defined and it is not singular. It is not holomorphic due to the non-holomorphicity of the partition of unity. In addition, the ratio between the present formula and the holomorphic one (in the case of n=3) is a globally defined function on the hypersurface.
Notice that, in the present example, we have set to zero the action S[x] and the vertex operators O A (x, p) introduced in the previous section. This simplified the construction. Without setting them to zero, the result is definitely more interesting and complicate.
Kähler form Collating Formula
The next example is the construction, via the collating formula, of a global 2 form for the projective space P 2 . We first will do it in a simplified way by starting from a real form on the different patches and, in the second place, we will employ the complete construction
As we anticipated, we now derive a global 2-form starting from the 2-forms on the three patches
Using the formula (4.12) we can compute the 2-cochain living on the simple intersections
and finally the 0-form living on the triple intersection
After some simple algebraic manipulation, (4.11) can be rewritten as
therefore, by inserting the different pieces we arrive at the cumbersome expression
In order to compare the two results, we have to evaluate Λ ∧ Λ (in the case n = 2), and ω gl 0 ∧ω gl 0 ; the results are proportional up to a globally defined function.
Pure Spinors
Let us recall some basic fact about the pure spinors. We consider a spinor λ ǫ abcde u bc u de which solve the pure spinor condition.
Correspondingly there are 16 patches:
The transition functions allowing us to move from a patch to another one can be found in [4] ; we only quote those needed for our purpose, that is those that tell us how to move from the patch U a or U ab to U + :
in U +a We have to find 11 independent globally defined 1-forms, so that we can use the collating formula to globalize dλ + and du ab . The result is: which should be normalized by Ω (11) to get the correct value for physical amplitudes.
Grassmannian G(2, 4)
where the f functions are defined to be 
Conclusions
We have used a method developed some years ago in the context of topological gravity and topological string theory to construct globally defined forms. It uses the collating formula and we have adapted the method to pure spinor string theory and related theories based on algebraic manifolds. We generalized the Griffiths' residue method and we derived a solution of the descent equations. Some examples are presented and the present paper is in preparation of more physical applications, such as amplitude computations in string theory.
